
1st course
3 Ten Mori

Our Christmas menu begins with a trio of small dishes:
salmon, langoustine and scallops. The dish is finished with
smoked soy and avocado foam, along with green tea oil.

2nd course
Christmas Moriawase

Seafood-inspired and bursting with flavor, our sushi
moriawase is an elegant array of the finest chosen seafood

ingredients to create a unique dish for you to enjoy.
Toro with caviar

Ama ebi with blinq blossom
Uni gunkan with salmon skin and ikura

2pcs of riceless sushi with daikon, takuan, carrot and
cucumber

3rd course
Bulot

Bulot, the snail of the sea.
This large marine gill snail is one of the most prevalent

species in the North Sea. Its meat is tender and flavorful, with
a texture that's very similar to scallops. The bulot is cooked in
shiso garlic butter and served with sansyo (chili pepper). The

sansyo adds a spicy kick to an already delicious dish.
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4th course
Lobster Tail Salad

After a meal of flavourful dishes, it's time to give the taste
buds some rest. A lobster salad is the perfect way to do this,

as it combines the rich flavor of lobster with a light and
refreshing dressing. The dish is served with red miso aioli and

lotus chips for an elegant presentation.

5th course
Tempura Oyster

A delicate fried oyster, coated in a light batter of ao-nori
seaweed and served with malossol caviar and a traditional
tempura sauce. Accompanied by a sparkling saké for an

elegant finish..

6th course
Misozuke Wagyu With Kamameshi

Wagyu is a luxury cut, and it deserves to be treated as such.
For this menu, we've chosen a special preparation method
called ''misozuke'', which means miso in brine. The wagyu is

served with rice that has been boiled with seasonal
ingredients, giving it the perfect balance of earthy flavors

and tender texture.

7th course
King Crab With Miso Soup

The final main dish is a steamed king crab, oven-finished with
mozzarella, topped with chives and sesame. It’s served with
miso soup as a base, made with langoustine broth, wakame,

shiitake, scallions and kamaboko.



Please inform our team in case of any allergies or dietary requirements.

8th course
Vanilla Udon

The dessert at the end of a meal is often the most
memorable part, and this vanilla udon dessert will amaze

your taste buds.
This delicately creamy Udonmade from vanilla agar-

gelatine sheets. Served with a shiso jelly and a wild berry
consommé, together with red fruit. The dish is garnished with

Atsina cress, which enhances the taste of the other
ingredients. Finished off with Cat’s tongue biscuits..


